One of the most important challenges in the design of the foundation of the Earth layer below the surface is the Summit Foundation, which can be a very large impact on the sustainability and the structure of the desired user. Based on this analysis and design criteria of two successive ruptures (load bearing) and settlement, due to the nature of non-homogeneous soil and its parameters uncertainty, relying on one number as the amount of foundation settlement doesn't seem logical. This is while in the methods of the probability distribution function by taking the probability for each of the input parameters, or the characteristics of each parameter, the parameter values are likely to have the chance of occurrence. In this research, effort is made using the method of probabilistic Monte Carlo simulation, the effect of the uncertainty of parameters influencing the mechanical behavior following the successive layers of earth and examined. In the event that non-deterministic model input variables for describing, not non-deterministic model output as well. So the output of each method to analysis of the concept of the probability distribution function for the input variables is a function of the probability distribution for the target function. In this study, the reliability of the settlement for the three modes of settlement center, corner of rigid foundation is fitted with two types of normal probability distribution and the log-normal distributions. For this purpose, the parameters of the effect of the transition on the analysis of soil modulus of elasticity of foundation, such as settlement and the coefficient of Poisson ratio distribution in probability using probabilistic log-normal and normal have been considered. Analysis indicated that the settlement in the center of the wake is flexible critical than the other two and has a higher probability of occurrence of the settlement in this part of the foundation. In the case of the normal distribution and the normal distribution graph of the log was used, the probability density function of the normal distribution is related to the log has a greater dispersion.
Introduction
One of the major challenges in designing shallow foundations is subsidence of layers of earth under the foundation that can have a huge impact on the stability and use of the structure in question. Accordingly, in the analysis of foundations, failure criteria (bearing capacity) and subsidence are used [1] . Monte Carlo simulation method for the determination of model uncertainty, a little bit for each of the input random variables is a function of the probability distribution is considered.
In these analyses, in the first case, the amount of force that the foundation can transfer to the layers of subsoil, or the maximum bearing capacity of the subsoil should be determined, and in the second case, maximum subsidence happened in the subsoil should be determined using the effective parameters [2] . In the designing foundation, usually the subsidence determined is more critical than the force that foundation can transfer to the subsoil. As a result, usually in designing foundation, subsidence will be decisive [2] . This kind of simulation is uncertainty in different aspects of the issue clearly show slightly. Monte Carlo methods to quantify uncertainties in model, a probability distribution function for each input random variables is considered. If uncertain input variables as described in the model, the model outputs are necessarily uncertain. The output of each method for analyzing the concept of probability distribution function for input variables using a probability distribution function for the objective function [3] .
Problem Statement
The load of a building is borne by the foundation and in some cases is transferred to the soil and borne by soil layers. Given that in case of failure of this part of the structure, there is less possibility to repair, rebuild, etc., designing of this part of the structure must be done with great precision [4] .
Normally, by carrying out a few tests, the mechanical parameters affecting soil behavior are determined at some points and by averaging the analyses are made based on these parameters [3] . The other method is using probabilistic methods and combining them with geotechnical engineering analysis methods. In these methods, the effect of all possible parameters will be included in the calculations, so analyses precision will increase and share of all the errors will be considered in these analyses [5] .
In this research, effort will be made to use probabilistic Monte Carlo simulation method to assess the effect of uncertainties parameter affecting the mechanical behavior of successive layers of earth underneath. This is a kind of si-mulation where uncertainty in various aspects is shown clearly and quantitatively [6] . In Monte Carlo method, a probability distribution function is considered for each input random variable to quantify uncertainties in the model. If the input variables are described as uncertain, model outputs are necessarily uncertain [7] . Thus, the output of each method that uses the concept of probability distribution function for analyzing for the input parameters will be a probability distribution function for the objective function [8] .
B 3. Review of Literature
Studies by Griffith et al.
In this paper, a study is conducted to investigate the probabilistic bearing capacity of strip foundations on the earth without weight by using the theory of random field. Modeling is done in two forms: (Figure 1 ), in a case, strip foundation is used and in another case, two strip foundations are considered in parallel [9] .
Stochastic finite element method has been used in this article. This method is a combination of finite element method, random field theory, and probabilistic Monte Carlo simulation method. Soil shear strength is considered in probabilistic form by using lognormal probability distribution [9] .
The study by Fenton et al.
In this article, the reliability of subsidence under foundation has been analyzed in three-dimension mode. For this purpose, the modulus of elasticity of the soil is considered using the probability distribution of normal log [9] . The subsidence under single and double square foundations has been determined using After determining the input data, selected data is used to determine the probability distribution, then output data is determined using LS-SVM method, and finally using Monte Carlo simulation (MCs) and codes written in MATLAB, the reliability of the subject is determined. The method of calculation is provided based on a flowchart of the ( Figure 5 ).
Results showed that combining LS-SVM and MCs methods has good capability of reliability in determining subsidence under the foundation. The designated subsidence and subsidence predicted based on probabilistic methods are presented in the ( Figure 6 ). As is seen in the figure, designated answers have enough harmony with their values [12] .
B 4. Hypotheses and Research Questions
The average value of the specified subsidence in the use of probabilistic methods has the probability of occurrence of 50 percent.
What effects does uncertainty of strength and influential parameters of the soil have on the creation of subsidence in the soil beneath shallow foundations?
B 5. Research Methodology
Having the exact distribution of stress in the depth is the necessary condition for the exact estimation of the subsidence but not sufficient. To investigate the effect of uncertainty of soil parameters on foundation subsidence, computer programs required must be written manually. To this end, first by writing computer programs using MATLAB software, we probabilistically investigate the foundation Figure 4 . Algorithm determined for selecting input data set at nine different levels [12] . rupture force, and then using other apps (using MATLAB) determine the probability distribution of the subsidence under foundation. It should be noted that in this study for separate analysis, finite element software GeoStudio would be used [13] . For fine-grained soils such as silt and saturated or close to saturation clay, permeability is low. The subsidence in them due to slow fading of extra pressure of pore water related to loading and subsequent reduction of porosity requires a relatively long time, so prediction of the subsidence and the time required in the calculations are of great importance [13] .
B 7. Factors Affecting the Subsidence
The following factors cause soil subsidence, which include: 1) Soil loading and compaction due to compressive stress that is relatively high and as a set of elastic and plastic deformation.
2) Loading and displacement of soil particles by applying shear forces that for instance, in loose sand reduce the volume and in compacted sand increase volume.
3) Initial strengthening or consolidation of the soil due to applying load and the subsequent increase in pore water pressure in saturated soil structure over the water in the pores of the soil as a result of the pressure difference, drainage and extraction, consequent displaced soil particles to partially fill the void left by the withdrawal of water. For fine-grained soils with low permeability such as clay, consolidation phenomenon is slow and may take years and even until the end of the useful life of structures. 
Modeling Foundation Subsidence with Geo-Studio Software
For validation and examining flexible foundation behavior using Finite Element
Method (FEM), we attempted to model subsidence under foundation using Geo-Studio FEM software. For this purpose, we considered a square foundation in 3 and 7 meters in size.
In general, GeoStudio software is composed of 8 sub-software, each of which performs the specialized analysis of one of the areas of geotechnical engineering.
In this study, SEEP/W, QUACK/W, SLOPE/W and SIGMA/W sub-software is used. QUACK/W is used for analysis before and after the earthquake. SLOPE/W does stability analysis of dusty slopes. SIGMA/W is used to review stress changes and transformations happened.
The first step for analysis is modeling in GeoStudio, and to do so, based on the size and shape, modeling should be done. One of the most important parts is defining influential parameters in the model, which were correctly set and entered based on these parameters. For the intended model, we set and entered the parameters from menu of definition of parameters material.
Then using the command Draw Regions, we defined the areas where the soil type should be imported. Having defined the areas, we considered the materials defined for each area. Accordingly, the following areas ( Figure 7) were defined.
One of the most important steps in modeling in FEM software is proper definition of boundary conditions of the desired structure. Given that in the present model, analyses are of several types and with different boundary conditions, thus the modeling will be more and more complex. For example, boundary conditions defined are presented in the (Figure 8 ).
In the Figure As can be seen in the figure above, by applying loading on the soil due to foundation, some displacements occur under foundation. The amount and magnitude of these displacements under the foundation are shown using red.
As can be seen in the (Figure 10 ), the size and density of the vectors of foundation is more than other parts. Vertical displacement occurred in the foundation is presented in the graph of ( Figure 11 ).
As can be seen in Figure 11 , the maximum displacement is in the center as −0.105 meters. By getting away from the center of the foundation and moving in Figure 7 . Modeled section in Geo-Studio. the direction away from it, it can be observed that this value reduces and reaches −0.085. Accordingly, it can be noted that by distancing from the center, the subsidence of under the foundation reduces.
Conclusions
The results of this study are presented in the following section:
1) Based on the analyses, using FEM software Geo-Studio, the largest displacement is in the center of the strip foundation as −0.105 meters, and by getting away from the center of the foundation and moving in the direction away from it, it can be observed that this value reduces and reaches −0.085. Value is reduced and the amount of −0.085.
2) Soil behavior under strip and circular foundations is almost the same behavior.
3) By reviewing CDF chart and comparing with CDF graph, it was found that in PDF graph, the probability of subsidence is average (0.0879) equal to 50%, and it is proven in the analyses undertaken [14] .
4) By comparing CDF graph related to subsidence of the center and corners of the foundation and rigid foundation, it can be seen that their order of placement is similar to the order of the corresponding PDF graphs. Based on these figures, the probability of subsidence of 0.075 for the center of the foundation is 20% for rigid foundation is 30%, and 100% for corner of flexible foundation. Accordingly, the probabilistic subsidence behavior of flexible foundation at the center can be more critical than the other states, and dispersion determined for it is more than other states [14] .
5) In case of using distribution of lognormal, the average values determined for the probabilistic distribution of subsidence have great concordance with average values of normal probability distribution. According to PDF charts drawn, it can be seen that the dispersion of the probabilistic distribution of lognormal is more than the normal probability distribution.
6) The order of arrangement of PDF and CDF charts, where the lognormal distributions is used is as in the case in which the normal distribution is used. In this case, we can see that the subsidence values determined for the center and corners of flexible foundation are, respectively, the highest and lowest values had been determined, and PDF and CDF charts related to the subsidence in rigid foundation were in the middle of these charts.
7)
By increasing the diameter of circular foundations, the likelihood of subsidence of rigid foundation increases, and this increase has linear relationship with increase in the diameter of the foundation. Thus, in a circular foundation with a diameter of 1.5 m, the probability has been 24% and in circular foundation with a diameter of 4 meters, the probability has reached 31%.
8) The probability of subsidence of the center of flexible foundation in circular foundations increases with increase in diameter, so that in a foundation with a diameter of 1.5 meters, the probability is 85%, and in circular foundations with a diameter of 4 meters, it reaches 98%.
